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Denver Biz Tech Expo Awards Massive Networks as Best Solution Provider
One Pipe Multi-Connect Recognized As Best Solution at the Recent DBTE Event
DENVER - Sept. 26, 2017 - PRLog -- Massive Networks, an enterprise-class data transport solution
provider, announced today that Denver Biz Tech Expo, a Colorado Technology Partners Board of Directors
event for local business owners, has awarded them with the 2017 Best Solution Provider for their One
Pipe Multi-Connect Solution.
In an industry where scalability, connectivity, cost-effectiveness, and rapid deployments are of prime
importance, the biggest challenge faced in network design is the need to manage connections across
different providers.
With years of experience in the telecom industry, Massive Networks differs from most carriers by solving
businesses connectivity issues with their unique ability to blend carrier connections through its One Pipe
Multi-Connect Solution. Their Premium-Blended Internet merges up to 12 Tier 1 providers that businesses
can rely on for dedicated Internet access (DIA). Additionally, the solution removes security issues by
offering private line connections into Data Centers and Cloud Providers. These connections provide
Enterprise businesses with a unique, yet fully optimized network that reduces cost and latency, in an
efficient and easily managed fashion.
"I am thrilled that our product One Pipe Multi-Connect has been selected by the Denver Biz Tech Expo
for their Best Solution Provider award," said Kevin Flake, Chief Operating Officer of Massive Networks.
"We were not expecting the award. In fact, after awarded with the trophy, the staff informed us that they
selected anonymous attendee's to engage with our booth members and inquire about our services. The fact
that we were on point and able to deliver the value the award variables required to achieve it - is fantastic.
Until now, the cost of private networks has been unattainable for most businesses. Our company solves
that problem by delivering a solution that allows many secure "connects" of data to reside in the same
connection with your Internet.This approach provides our clients with superior performance and incredible
cost benefits. The award is truly a gift; it justifies our place within the technology industry, and we
appreciate the acknowledgment from our fellow tech experts in Denver."
Learn how Massive Networks can expertly use a rich mix of Carrier Ethernet technologies to
improve your business operations in an evolving marketplace:
Massive One Pipe Multi-Connect
About Massive Networks
Massive Networks provides enterprise-class data transport solutions across the entire US domestic carrier
ecosystem and to 181 countries worldwide. Their blended managed network delivers high-speed Internet
and private line connections to over 1.7 million fiber-lit buildings, data centers, and cloud providers
nationwide.
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Headquartered in Boulder County, Colorado with data centers and offices throughout the United States,
Massive Networks NOC engineers have years of experience navigating the Carrier Ecosystem and act as an
extension of your IT team. Massive Networks provides NNI (Network to Network Interface) to dozens of
national carriers and Direct Peering Exchanges with Amazon Web Services, Google Cloud Platform,
Microsoft Azure, Office 365, and more!
To learn more about our solutions and technical expertise visit us at
https://www.massivenetworks.com or follow us on Twitter at @Massive1Networks.
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